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Abstract: Surgically created arteriovenous fistulae (AVF) are
used to enable vascular access in kidney failure patients. The
access is used to allow hemodialysis which provides
extracorporeal blood filtration when the kidneys are no longer
able to complete this function. However, complications such as
stenosis are very common in AVFs, and access failure is a
costly and life-threatening problem for dialysis patients. These
complications are attributed to hemodynamics perturbations
including turbulent flow, pathophysiological wall shear stress
(WSS) and flow recirculation zones. We have used a novel
methodology for generation of patient-specific CFD
vasculature models. Models were generated using an in-house
designed 3D freehand ultrasound setup for the vessel geometry
scanning, complemented with spectral Doppler measured ECGsynchronised flowrates, forming boundary conditions for the
CFD solution. Our team works closely with a local hospital
which has allowed the collection of over 100 patient scans,
including a longitudinal study of one patient for 15 weeks.
In the longitudinal study we were able to determine the first
results for fistula maturation, demonstrating that while flow and
cross-sectional area increased over time in the proximal artery
and vein, wall shear stress remained fairly constant, while at a
higher than baseline level. Our data has also allowed the effects
of different surgical configurations to be modelled. Earlier work
in our group showed that the traditional AVF geometry, with an
acute angle of vein to artery at the juxta-anastomotic region,
produced detrimental flow conditions. A ``smooth loop’’
geometry, when modelled computationally, was seen to result
in a more beneficial flow circuit. This has now been proven
surgically, with patients who have the ``smooth loop’’
geometry – often created via the use of a stent during an
intervention – performing better longer term.

taken after the AVF underwent straight stent implantation in the
stenotic region. While greater flowrates results, a new stenosis
region formed near the new stent. A further stenting procedure
in the juxta-anastomotic region provided a smooth loop
geometry and removed all stenoses. Oscillatory shear
behaviours were seen at different locations in all scans,
localised in regions of low WSS, however impedance was
significantly reduced in the third scan, indicating successful
restoration of the vascular access. A comparative study of all
scans to date shows excellent agreement between low
impedance and AVF success.
Bio: Prof. Barber is a UNSW fluid dynamics researcher with a
background in ground effect aerodynamics, and a focus in the
last ten years on biomedical applications. Her research has
impact in the fields of fluid dynamics via fundamental
understanding gained, and also in a more applied sense, to direct
clinical situations. She works with both CFD (computational
fluid dynamics) and experimental methods, mostly laser based
methods including PIV and LDA. Her group’s interdisciplinary
approach takes engineering technologies and applies them to
real world medical problems; this translational work builds on
fundamental findings in flow physics (for example how
turbulence varies spatially and temporally in a pulsatile,
stenosed arterial flow) to apply this insight to real problems (for
example, how an over-sized stent causes turbulence which can
then cause re-stenosis).

In order to create a predictive tool, we have considered a
number of flow related parameters to determine if there is any
correlation between these and AVF success rate. Hemodynamic
impedance through the vascular access was calculated by
combining the proximal artery and vein resistances. In one
patient case, the first scan featured low flowrates with stenosis
noted in two locations of the outflow vein. The second scan was
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